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ABSTRACT

Background Advances in technology means that domiciliary non-invasive ventilation (NIV) devices can be remotely monitored via modems in patients’ homes. Possible benefits and challenges of modern technology have yet to be established. This study explored the perspectives and experiences of patients, their carers and healthcare professionals (HCPs) on the addition of modem technology in managing home NIV.

Methods A qualitative study using a combination of focus groups for HCPs and interviews for carers/patients was undertaken. 12 HCPs and 22 patients/carers participated. These focus groups and interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim and analysed thematically.

Results Five main themes were identified. ‘Surveillance: a paradox of findings’: HCPs were concerned about unduly scrutinising patients’ lives, potentially impacting on HCP patient relationships. Conversely, patients welcomed modern monitoring and did not express concerns regarding invasion of privacy. ‘Sanctions’: HCPs reported the modem increased access to care and allowed appropriate assessment of ongoing treatment. ‘Complacency and ethics’: HCPs expressed concerns patients may become complacent in seeking help due to expectations of modem monitoring, as well as being concerned regarding the ethics of modern technology. There was a suggestion patients and carers’ expectations of monitoring were different to that of clinical practice, resulting in complacency in some cases. ‘Increased time for patient focused care’: HCPs in the focus groups described a number of ways in which using modern technology was more efficient. ‘Confidence: can be improved with technology’: patients and carers were positive about the impact of modems on their health and well-being, particularly their confidence.

Conclusion HCPs expressed concerns about surveillance were not corroborated by patients, suggesting acceptability of remote monitoring. Data suggests a need for increased clarity to patients/carers regarding clinical practice relating to responsiveness to modem data. The issue of complacency requires further consideration. Modern technology was acceptable and considered a useful addition by HCPs, patients and carers.

Trial registration number NCT03905382

Key messages

► What are the experiences and views of patients, carers’ and healthcare professionals (HCPs) on using modems in domiciliary non-invasive ventilation (NIV)?

► Modern technology was acceptable and considered a useful addition by HCPs, patients and carers.

► This qualitative study has provided an important and useful narrative on the use of remote monitoring for patients receiving domiciliary NIV. It could be used to inform future studies and service design and provides an example of patient and public engagement.

BACKGROUND

Domiciliary non-invasive ventilation (NIV) is accepted as gold-standard care for patients with chronic hypercapnic respiratory failure.1-3 NIV in specific patient groups has been shown to reduce mortality and morbidity, while increasing quality of life.4-7 Traditionally, patients receiving domiciliary NIV are monitored as an outpatient at regular appointments. These appointments assess the effectiveness of NIV through arterial blood gas measurement and clinical assessment. Anecdotally these clinical assessments can sometimes be limited to subjective history taking, including NIV usage, comfort and issues with devices, with little or no objective assessment to support patients’ reports. Factors known to impact on concordance with domiciliary NIV include: interface fit, patient tolerance of pressures, facial pressure ulcers, symptoms, cognition and psychosocial influences.6,7 Understanding objectively patients’ concordance with NIV treatment is imperative for clinicians to be able to identify problems, develop solutions and improve...
patient concordance for the achievement of best treatment outcomes.

One method of assessing patient NIV use is analysing data stored by the patient's ventilator, the available data depends on the specific manufacturer. Typically estimated parameters available are: tidal volume, leak, respiratory rate, minute ventilation, patient triggered breaths, achieved pressures and patient compliance. Records can be downloaded from secure data cards into the manufacturers' software for clinicians to then access and interpret or data can be viewed daily with the use of modem technology, allowing real time review of any ventilator issues. Anecdotally the practice of accessing data stored by the ventilator is not common practice in the UK within sleep and ventilation services.

A modem is a piece of hardware which allows an NIV device to connect to a network (e.g., the internet or 3G/4G networks). Ventilator data can then be transferred via the modem to web-based software where clinicians can then access it. Modem technology was originally developed for the sleep industry (obstructive sleep apnoea and continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) treatment) for use in Europe and the USA, where patients do not receive reimbursement for care from insurance companies unless they demonstrate compliance with CPAP treatment. It is unclear if modem technology is being widely utilised for the care of domiciliary NIV patients either in the UK or elsewhere, but anecdotally numbers are small.13

The potential benefits and challenges of using modem technology in domiciliary NIV services have yet to be established. Possible benefits may include; more appropriate timing of (and potentially reduced) outpatient appointment attendance, monitoring for exacerbations of underlying chronic diseases, reducing acute emergency hospital admission, targeted admissions to hospital, more personalised and timely interventions by healthcare providers and earlier identification of problems with NIV. Challenges to using modems in domiciliary NIV may include an increased workload for healthcare professionals (HCPs) and a possible sense of an invasion of privacy for the patients.14 To our knowledge the existing evidence base does not consider experiences or perspectives of patients, their carers or HCPs regarding the use of modem technology in managing patients requiring domiciliary NIV. Specifically, this study aimed to address this gap in knowledge in the use of modem technology in the management of patients with hypercapnic ventilatory failure receiving domiciliary NIV. The objectives of this study were to:

1. Investigate the experience of patients receiving domiciliary NIV with modem technology and explore how this compares to NIV treatment without a modem.
2. Investigate the experience of carers of patients receiving domiciliary NIV with modem technology and explore how this compares to NIV treatment without a modem.
3. To gain perspectives of HCPs on the use of modem technology in caring for patients with ventilatory failure and explore how this compares to delivering domiciliary NIV treatment without a modem.

METHODS
Design
This was a single centre study conducted at the Royal Free London National Health Service (NHS) Foundation Trust Sleep and Ventilation Service using qualitative methods. Patients and or carers were provided with study information and invited to participate in the study via 1:1 telephone or a face-to-face semistructured interview. HCPs participated via focus groups. Recruitment was a convenience sample of patients, carers and staff willing and available to participate. HCPs completed and returned their consent forms at the time of the focus groups. This study was conducted in a London based sleep and ventilation service with a wide geographical spread of patients. The modem technology in this study was a cellular modem (Cellular Modem, Philips Respironics, Murrayville, USA) which was inserted into the back of the patient’s ventilator (A40, A30 or BiPAP ST, Philips Respironics, Murrayville, USA). Data were transmitted on a daily basis and were accessible via a web-based platform (Encore Anywhere, Philips Respironics, Murrayville, USA).

Patient and public involvement
The development of this research was informed by the previous quantitative work,15 which informed the development of the topic guide as well as assisting in identification of eligible participants. The topic guide was developed by authors involved in both studies (SKM and MJW). Patients were involved in designing the topic guides and the patient information sheets. The dissemination report was reviewed by lay volunteers accessible to the researchers. The dissemination report was sent to all participants including patients, carers and HCPs.

Participants and recruitment
Patients
The study aimed to recruit 20 patients, this was a convenience sample. A sample size of 20 has been shown in other qualitative studies to provide sufficient depth of data. Patients were identified from users of domiciliary NIV within the Sleep and Ventilation Service by their current clinician through existing clinical databases. All eligible patients were contacted via telephone by a member of the research team who was not part of their day to day clinical team to ask for permission to send them information about the study. A mailshot was sent to all patients who gave permission to be contacted in relation to this study. Recruitment was conducted by a member of the research team who was independent of the clinical team to avoid potential participants feeling under duress to take part. Patients were recruited in the order that they responded to the mailshot. Patients were offered a voucher to the
value of £20 for taking part in the study and in recognition of their help with the study.

Carers
Additionally, the study aimed to recruit 20 carers this was a convenience sample. A sample size of 20 has been shown in other qualitative studies to provide adequate data. Carers were recruited via current users of the domiciliary NIV service, a database of carers is not held by the Sleep and Ventilation Service. As such recruitment of carers was reliant on patients sharing information with their carers; therefore, if patients did not consent to the mailshot their carers would not have been aware of the study. Patients were asked to share the study information with anyone who provided care for them. Patients were asked to give informed consent for their carer to be approached about participating in the study; carers could participate in the study even if the patient did not wish to take part. A member of the research team who was independent of the clinical team undertook the recruitment procedure. Carers were offered a voucher to the value of £20 for taking part in the study and in recognition of their help with the study. Interviews could take place as a dyad that is, the patient and their carer, or on an individual basis.

Health care professionals
The study aimed to recruit a minimum of six and a maximum of 12 HCPs from the multidisciplinary team. A sample size of 12 was chosen for convenience and was considered to be realistic given the limited pool of staff who would have the relevant experience of delivering care to sleep and ventilation patients both with and without a modem. Potential HCP participants were identified from the respiratory team by one of the study team (SKM) who had an understanding of staff members’ backgrounds. A member of the research team independent of the clinical team sent out information via work emails highlighting the opportunity to participate in the study. Staff were invited to take part in the study during working hours with the permission of their line manager. Staff who took part in the study were provided with refreshments in appreciation of their time and certificate of participation for their professional development portfolio.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Patients and their carers had to have received treatment from the sites domiciliary NIV service both premodem and postmodem installation. HCPs had to have experience of looking after patients with NIV both with and without modems. Patients under the care of the domiciliary NIV service who only had experience of treatment with NIV with a modem in situ were not eligible to take part. Patients unable to verbally communicate in English were likewise excluded.

Data collection methods
Data collection took place between July and December 2017. Semistructured telephone interviews with patients and carers were audio recorded. The three HCP focus groups were conducted in the work place in a private, quiet room and audio recorded. All of the interviews and focus groups were conducted by the same male researcher (MJW) who was not part of the clinical team and this person also facilitated the three focus groups. Focus groups were chosen for the HCPs to enhance convenience and aid recruitment. Focus groups are forums for coconstructed knowledge, allowing for exchange and development of ideas among the participants as well as an opportunity to discuss differing opinions.

Interviews were chosen for the patients and carers to allow an increased depth of data to be gathered. It was also felt that patients and carers may be more likely to be open and express freedom of speech in an interview than a focus group. Additionally, this patient group have poor health status and the option of a telephone interview avoided the need for patients to travel, if they so wished. Previous field work had provided some a priori topics and combined with experience in the clinical area enabled the researchers to develop a topic guide for both the interviews and focus groups (see online supplementary files 1 and 2). The topic guide was developed to allow participants to speak freely, encourage diversity in answers given and sought to seek experiences and opinions on the use of the modem technology. This included questions such as:
- What would you say has been good about the new ventilator compared to the old?
- How does using the new machine make you feel?
- How does using a modem with on the ventilators impact on your practice?

Data analysis
All interviews and focus group sessions were transcribed verbatim by a transcription service and were checked for accuracy against the recordings by one of the researchers (MJW). The text was imported into QSR Nvivo (V.12) for data management and analysis. The process of data analysis used was a modified framework analysis. Categories were developed by the researcher (MJW) and key practitioner (SKM) deductively and inductively, the former was based on results from a previous study. This method is in keeping with the use of Framework Analysis which incorporates both deductive and inductive codes, thus allowing a priori and experiential aspects to be included. As transcripts were read several times as part of the familiarisation process, induction and deductive codes were identified and applied during the steps of data analysis. Associated words and ideas were labelled and organised into a conceptual framework of themes. MJW identified the initial codes and subsequent categories, with rigour of this stage being enhanced through discussion with the key practitioner (SKM). The conceptual framework
was further developed and validated through subsequent discussions between MJW and SKM, with themes shared with the wider research team (CK, SM, FG) to ensure the themes were comprehensive and reflective of the interviews and focus group discussions.

RESULTS
A potential 49 patients and their carers were eligible for the study. A total of 15 patient and 5 carer interviews were conducted including four dyad pairings, figure 1 shows the flow of participants through the study. Recruitment of patients and carers did not meet the intended numbers. Patients who were unable to converse in English were excluded as shown in the flow diagram. Three focus groups were conducted with 12 HCPs with an average of four per group. Demographics of the participants are available in online supplementary file 3. There was a tendency towards more male participants (M:F, HCPs 7:5, patients 11:6, carers 4:1). Most HCPs were within the age ranges of 25–34 (n=4) or 35–44 (n=6), while patients were within the age ranges of 65–74 (n=8) and 75–84 (n=5). Most participants were White British (HCPs n=9, patients n=12, carers n=4). Patients had been receiving domiciliary NIV for a mean (SD) of 4.31 (2.19) years. HCPs had been providing domiciliary NIV services for either 1–5 (n=6), 6–10 (n=3), 11–15 (n=2) or 16–20 years (n=1) years.

The analysis of the interviews and focus groups resulted in five themes: ‘Surveillance: a paradox of findings’, ‘Sanctions’, ‘Complacency and ethics’, ‘Efficiencies of healthcare provision’ and ‘Confidence: can be improved with technology’. These themes are discussed below and supported with representative quotations. Figure 2 illustrates how data from the HCP focus groups and patient and carer interviews’ data contributed to the development of each theme.

Theme 1. Surveillance: a paradox of findings
HCPs expressed concerns about the ethics of surveillance and whether patients perceived their lives were being unduly scrutinised. Additionally, staff expressed concerns regarding the impact of surveillance on the patient-HCP relationship (Quotes 1, table 1).

It was suggested that some of the patients’ concerns stemmed from misconceptions, for example, the remote monitoring system recorded sound and visual data (ie, they thought they could be seen and heard via the modem) rather than solely data from the patient’s ventilator (Quotes 2, table 1).

The patient and carer interviews focused in particular on the respondents’ perceptions about remote monitoring. The aim was to explore the range of emotive responses to being monitored via a modem. Using the topic guide, patients and carers were guided to explore any concerns about surveillance and also about whether the monitoring made them feel more secure or confident. The main narrative was they welcomed it and there were no concerns expressed from patients or carers regarding undue surveillance. During one focus group discussion, it was noted there had been no reported cases of patients declining the modem and the general perspective was that patients were not concerned about the monitoring, this observation was supported in the patient interviews (Quotes 3, table 1).

Concerns expressed by HCPs regarding surveillance were not corroborated by patients or carers.

Theme 2. Sanctions
From the HCPs focus groups it emerged that remote monitoring had enabled clinicians to conduct a more rigorous and methodical assessment of appropriate withdrawal of ventilators in patients who were non-adherent with treatment. Patients who were not using their ventilators as prescribed, were given an opportunity for review.
of their ventilator prescription (including the use of interfaces and humidification) with troubleshooting of any identified concerns. Risks and benefits of adherence and non-adherence to treatment were explained to the patients. Where patients were consistently non-compliant, they were advised their ventilator would be removed if utilisation did not improve following the shared problem-solving discussion. This process, it was suggested, allowed HCPs the option of offering the ventilators to assess patient compliance in their own environment even in cases where they were not initially confident about patient compliance (Quotes 1, table 3). This theme was developed from the HCPs focus groups alone and was silent in the patient and carer transcripts.

HCPs reported the remote monitoring increased access and equity of care.

Table 1  Representative quotes for theme 1. Surveillance: a paradox of findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Representative quotes for theme 2. Sanctions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of their ventilator prescription (including the use of interfaces and humidification) with troubleshooting of any identified concerns. Risks and benefits of adherence and non-adherence to treatment were explained to the patients. Where patients were consistently non-compliant, they were advised their ventilator would be removed if utilisation did not improve following the shared problem-solving discussion. This process, it was suggested, allowed HCPs the option of offering the ventilators to assess patient compliance in their own environment even in cases where they were not initially confident about patient compliance (Quotes 1, table 3). This theme was developed from the HCPs focus groups alone and was silent in the patient and carer transcripts.

HCPs reported the remote monitoring increased access and equity of care.

Theme 3. Complacency and ethics

The theme of ‘complacency’ emerged from both the focus group and interview data. There was a concern expressed by the HCPs in the focus groups that patients might become complacent because they think their condition is being continuously monitored (Quotes 1, table 3). Data from the patient and carer interviews suggested that patients might mistakenly believe they are being monitored continuously (Quotes 2, table 3).

Therefore, data from both focus groups and the interviews seem to suggest patients may become complacent and not seek appropriate medical attention when they become unwell due to the remote monitoring (Quotes 1 and 2, table 3).

The focus groups expressed concern about the ethical dilemma of not responding to monitored ventilator data immediately, especially if the patient was unwell, and the resulting outcomes. Similarly, there was a narrative about informing patients they were being monitored but this was not continuous or necessarily routine (Quotes 3, table 3).

HCPs were concerned some patients became complacent as a result of the modem monitoring, and there was some suggestion this was the case from the patient and carer interviews.

Theme 4. Increased time for patient focused care

HCPs in the focus groups described a number of ways in which the new system was more efficient; making clinical appointments less necessary and when they did occur, they were more effective (Quotes 1, table 4).

HCPs described how having easy access to the ventilator data allowed them to make prompt informed assessments when dealing with patient telephone enquiries. Having ‘real time’ ventilator data available meant that patients were not having to attend hospital appointments as often as they had been (Quotes 1 and 2, table 4).

Focus group participants suggested having access to ventilator data prior to an outpatient appointment provided the opportunity to focus their attention on the patient’s key needs rather than spending time assessing and corroborating compliance data. While the narrative across all three focus groups supported the view, the new
The patient perception of their health status in the interviews varied. Some reported improvements and believed the new regime had made a difference, some felt their health had remained the same (including those who claimed there had been no deterioration due to the new regime) but in other cases the patient and/or carer explained their situation had deteriorated due to the nature of their conditions and increasing age. On no occasion, however, was this deterioration attributed to the ventilator remote monitoring. On other occasions improvements were attributed to enhancements in the interface rather than to the remote monitoring (Quotes 2, table 5).

Patients and carers were positive about the impact of the modems on their health and well-being, particularly their confidence.

The patient perception of their health status in the interviews varied. Some reported improvements and believed the new regime had made a difference, some felt their health had remained the same (including those who claimed there had been no deterioration due to the new regime) but in other cases the patient and/or carer explained their situation had deteriorated due to the nature of their conditions and increasing age. On no occasion, however, was this deterioration attributed to the ventilator remote monitoring. On other occasions improvements were attributed to enhancements in the interface rather than to the remote monitoring (Quotes 2, table 5).

Patients and carers were positive about the impact of the modems on their health and well-being, particularly their confidence.

The patient perception of their health status in the interviews varied. Some reported improvements and believed the new regime had made a difference, some felt their health had remained the same (including those who claimed there had been no deterioration due to the new regime) but in other cases the patient and/or carer explained their situation had deteriorated due to the nature of their conditions and increasing age. On no occasion, however, was this deterioration attributed to the ventilator remote monitoring. On other occasions improvements were attributed to enhancements in the interface rather than to the remote monitoring (Quotes 2, table 5).

Patients and carers were positive about the impact of the modems on their health and well-being, particularly their confidence.

The patient perception of their health status in the interviews varied. Some reported improvements and believed the new regime had made a difference, some felt their health had remained the same (including those who claimed there had been no deterioration due to the new regime) but in other cases the patient and/or carer explained their situation had deteriorated due to the nature of their conditions and increasing age. On no occasion, however, was this deterioration attributed to the ventilator remote monitoring. On other occasions improvements were attributed to enhancements in the interface rather than to the remote monitoring (Quotes 2, table 5).

Patients and carers were positive about the impact of the modems on their health and well-being, particularly their confidence.
Table 5  Representative quotes for theme 5. Confidence: can be improved with technology

Quotes 1  Interviewer: Do you feel safer? Or more comfortable or confident about it?

Patient F: Well I feel confident and safer that somebody knows what’s going on, and how I’m progressing. So when I go to the clinic, the consultant, you know, takes me to the room, that the lady has everything, and she deals with me. If anything is going wrong and she will tell him.

Interviewer: What about feeling safer, or more confident?

Patient Q: Well I feel safer because if there’s something wrong, it’s flagged up at the hospital.

Carer 3: Yes, because I just know, especially if there was to be any problem with his breathing, I know that the hospital is aware of it at the same time as me probably. Or if there was a problem that I couldn’t pick up, it would certainly pick up on the modem, and they would phone us and say it needs altering or whatever. That makes me feel far more confident.

Quotes 2  Carer 2: We can see the difference now, because when she was using the old one she was [retaining] carbon dioxide, which means maybe the settings - even though the settings were done—it’s different now, the new one now, they did the settings and the carbon dioxide level is quite low, compared with the other one, the first one. So that’s why they changed it to say this one is more powerful, and it can adjust to her breathing rhythm, so that it’s not too difficult for her.

Interviewer: Yes. Okay. So your health, you think it’s deteriorated a little bit. I’m just wondering whether you attribute that to the new modem, or do you think that would have happened anyway?

Patient Q: I think it would have happened anyway.

Interviewer: Well that’s very good. And would you say that improvement in your health is connected to the way that they can monitor your usage of the machine?

Patient F: Yes, because there’s no other way they could have done it. With one in my nose that I use in the day, they can’t monitor that. And I’m only on half a litre, so that goes right through the night, and I think it’s quite good. I feel good, because I dropped off to sleep very quick’.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge this is the first qualitative study conducted in the field of sleep and ventilation investigating patients, carers and HCPs’ opinions on the use of modem technology to manage patients with domiciliary NIV.

The use of domiciliary NIV for patients with chronic hypercapnic ventilatory failure is standard care for patients with neuromuscular disease and chest wall deformities and is increasingly recognised as appropriate for those with obesity related respiratory failure and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). However, clinicians recognise that patients’ ability to comply with NIV at home is multifactorial and complex. There are often many socioeconomic factors to take into consideration when reasoning whether a patient should be issued with domiciliary NIV or not. In our clinical practice, and as supported by the results of this study, the use of modem technology enables increased equity and accessibility of care for patients at high risk of non-concordance with treatment. The use of remote monitoring technology allows the clinicians working in the service to support patients in the community to assess their ability to concord with treatment. Additionally, the approach of ongoing assessment of concordance with treatment and subsequent removal of ventilators where patients are unable to be concordant with treatment despite all supportive strategies, as highlighted in the HCP focus groups, could be viewed as ensuring judicious use of healthcare resources.

The HCPs in the focus groups highlighted they felt the modem technology had increased their efficiency. Overall, they did not necessarily report the use of modem technology had saved them time, it was not within the aims and objectives of this study to assess cost effectiveness or healthcare utilisation and so there is no quantitative data to support or refute this qualitative finding. Certainly, further investigation is warranted into the cost benefit implications of modem technology for patients receiving domiciliary NIV. The results of this study could help inform the design of a cost benefit analysis.

Concerns regarding surveillance expressed by HCPs were not corroborated by patients, suggesting acceptability of the concept of remote monitoring. This is in contrast to a European Respiratory Society/European Lung Foundation survey which found that in European countries (primarily Germany, Netherlands, Italy and Spain) only 47% of patients and 62% of carers were happy to be monitored remotely. This suggests that maybe UK patients and carers are more willing to accept remote monitoring than their European counterparts. Perhaps the clinical area where surveillance is most routinely used is in cardiology where implantable devices with remote monitoring have been used for many years. Results from our study suggests remote monitoring is acceptable to patients and concurs with patient satisfaction questionnaires in cardiology studies which reported remote monitoring of implantable devices was acceptable for patients and healthcare workers. Similarly stroke survivors using virtual reality for lower limb rehabilitation found the technology acceptable and demonstrated an increased compliance with treatment. Conversely, a stroke survivor study that explored the use of technology at home reported concern about a ‘big brother’ effect, although of note these participants lacked confidence with technology.

Despite a potentially negative impact on self-efficacy resulting in complacency, both patients and carers reported an increase in confidence due to the remote monitoring. It is recognised that domiciliary NIV is associated with a high carer burden. The results of this study suggest the use of remote monitoring can increase confidence of carers. Further research is required to
investigate whether remote monitoring could help to reduce carer burden. The results of this study could help inform such a study design.

The theme of **Complacency** requires further investigation. Complacency was a concern expressed by the HCPs in the focus groups and it seems from the patient and carer interviews there may be a degree of complacency brought about by the surveillance aspect of the modern technology. Previously, the use of telemonitoring in patients receiving domiciliary NIV has been investigated. Telemonitoring is a different, but perhaps in some ways, comparable technology to remote monitoring via modems. In the TELECraft study the authors found a reduction in self-efficacy when patients underwent telemonitoring. It could be speculated therefore that the use of any form of remote monitoring can reduce self-efficacy and potentially bring about complacency in seeking appropriate medical interventions. Conversely, there is a move towards increasing patients’ ability to self-manage their conditions. In the UK, the use of technology to facilitate self-management is heavily referenced and relied on in the government’s aim to increase efficiencies and deliver its objective of future proofing the NHS. In the ‘ethics’ theme, HCPs expressed concerns regarding the ethics of how frequently data would be monitored. However, domiciliary NIV devices have had the ability to monitor data via secure data cards prior to the development of modern technology and yet anecdotally, the use of data from ventilators is not routine practice in many services. One could argue there are ethical concerns regarding having assessment data available which is not routinely reviewed or acted on. HCPs should ensure a careful narrative with patients about how frequently data received via remote monitoring is checked and assessed. Furthermore, a narrative regarding seeking appropriate medical attention and advice is imperative in ensuring the acceptability of technology by patients, their carers and HCPs.

Within the UK, it is recognised there are geographical areas where a lack of digital skills and literacy is impacting on health outcomes. In order to use digital technology to enhance health outcomes for populations, further qualitative research is required to comprehend the acceptability of technology by patients, their carers and HCPs. Furthermore, research is required into patients, carers and HCPs’ willingness to engage in education to develop their digital literacy skills. In the UK, Health Education England have developed a framework for increasing the digital literacy of staff and NHS digital have commissioned work to engage patient populations to develop methods of embedding digital literacy training into communities. Qualitative research will be a useful tool in comprehending both the barriers and enablers to use of digital and technology in healthcare. Further understanding is required of how we can best use digital and technology in healthcare.

**Limitations**

This was a UK, urban, large city-based study and the authors acknowledge that different cultures and socioeconomic settings would probably produce different results. This fact could reduce the transferability of the findings from this study outside of the UK. The study aimed to recruit 20 patients and 20 carers: recruiting carers was particularly challenging. The participants in this study were predominantly White British. A larger sample size may have allowed for a greater demographic spread which may have resulted in different themes emerging. An independent researcher (MJW) conducted the interviews and focus groups thus increasing credibility. The use of an incentive voucher (for a UK high street retailer) may have affected the willingness of patients and carers and encouraged them to participate in the study. The participants were self-selecting and it is acknowledged in research methodology that patients who engage in research are not always truly representative of the population, this fact may have created some selection bias in our sample. Additionally, the carers could only be recruited from patients who had agreed to be contacted about the study and where patients provided their carers with the information about the study. This may have created further selection bias. Furthermore, the numbers of carers recruited were less than the number of patients and less than the intended numbers. However, given the paucity of data in this field including the carer data was felt to be relevant. Finally, the HCPs were those working at the research site, many of whom had mostly worked in London, which could have limited the experiences shared and therefore the themes developed from the HCPs focus group.

**CONCLUSION**

This is the first study to investigate patients, carers and HCPs’ experiences and perspectives on using modern technology in the management of domiciliary NIV. Modern technology was acceptable and considered a useful addition by HCPs, patients and carers. Further research is required into the issue of complacency associated with modern technology. This qualitative study has provided an important and useful narrative on the use of remote monitoring for patients receiving domiciliary NIV. It could be used to inform future studies and service design and provides an example of patient and public engagement.
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